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ABSTRACT 

During a severe accident, the decay power can lead to the core fusion producing a 
magma called corium. This one, composed of the high temperature melted materials of the 
core, is very aggressive regarding the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV). It can induce its failure 
and dissemination of nuclear products into the environment. Various systems have been 
designed to avoid this scenario. One is based on the cooling of the external vessel wall by 
water. In case of accident, a pool surrounding the RPV is flooded to dissipate the decay 
power. Although this is a passive system, (a natural circulation being initiated due to the 
steam generated on the warm vessel wall), pumps can be used to enhance the cooling 
efficiency. 

This article aims at presenting the RESCUE facilities (Representative loops for External 
System Cooling Understanding Experiments). They were designed and built both to check the 
efficiency of such a system and to understand the main phenomena that take place. This last 
point aims at improving the modelling of this safety system.  

Two mocks-up are available: a small one called RESCUE-1, and a more representative 
in scale, RESCUE-2. RESCUE-1 is used for analytical experiments to study specific 
phenomena. RESCUE-1 is composed of a 50 cm high pool at atmospheric pressure, one wall 
of which is heated by electrical wires at a maximum flux of 600 kW/m2. The RESCUE-2 loop 
is rather used to get data for code validation. The test section is a 1/10th portion in azimuth 
(that is to say 36° in angle) of a 4 m high and 2.5 m diameter vessel, the bottom head of which 
is elliptical. The inner wall of the test section is segmented into 12 heated zones, 
independently controlled, up to 450 kW/m2 flux: this allows to simulate different accident 
scenarios and locations of the corium. This facility is widely instrumented, especially for 
temperature measurements: it is measured inside the fluid at various elevations and also in the 
inner wall at different thicknesses and elevations, in order to calculate the real conductive heat 
flux in the different heated zones. 

Those two facilities constitute a very useful toolbox allowing both the elaboration of 
models and the experimental validation at a representative scale. 

Those two mock-ups are currently used in the framework of the European Severe 
Accident Research Network (SARNET2, Work ¨Package 5 [1, 2]) to improve and validate 
numerical models. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The Fukushima accident was caused by the loss of the cold source. The core was not 
cooled anymore after the flooding of the pumping unit. Although the drop of the control rods 
has stopped the nuclear reactions of fission, the decay power due to the radioactive fission 
products is large enough to allow melting the core in a magma called corium. This one is 
composed of high temperature molten materials of the core. The corium behaviour is very 
aggressive because it can lead to high and various thermal loads on the Reactor Pressure 
Vessel (RPV) [3] and induce the RPV failure. At Fukushima, the authorities somehow tried to 
cool the reactor by sprinkle sea water but this method turned to be not very efficient. 

Passive systems have been developed to cool the vessel during such kind of scenario. 
One is based on External Reactor Vessel Cooling (EVRC) for In-Vessel Retention (IVR) of 
the corium. In case of accident, a pool surrounding the RPV is flooded to dissipate the decay 
power. The scheme of figure 1 explains the principle of this system. The flow of the water 
around the vessel is ensured by natural circulation. Indeed, the hot walls of the RPV heat the 
water until vaporisation. The produced steam goes into the reactor containment and is 
condensed on cold walls. Thus, the water flows back to the reactor pit to cool once again the 
vessel. To improve the water condensation, some designs add an external cooling, for 
example, by bubble cap trays. At the top of the reactor pit, steam flow is produced, or a 2-
phase flow in some cases. 

 
Fig. 1: In vessel corium retention system 

Cooling of the vessel external wall by water has been implemented on low power 
reactors such as VVER440/213 in Finland [4]. But it is at a design feature for medium and 
high power reactors (AP600, AP1000 [5], APR1400 [6]). Thus, there is a real need for models 
and validation data for the codes used in both design and SAM (Severe Accident 
Management) studies. The RESCUE (Representative loops for External System Cooling 
Understanding Experiments) facilities aim at responding to this demand. It is composed in 
two mock-ups. The first one (RESCUE-1) is dedicated to analyse physical phenomena of heat 
exchange depending on various parameters. The second one (RESCUE-2) enables to study 
the performance of an IVR system in different severe accident conditions. The rest of this 
article is focused on the presentation in detail of those two facilities. 
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2 RESCUE-1 

RESCUE-1 is a simple small mock-up (about 50 cm height) dedicated to study the 
boiling on a heated plate immersed in water. A scheme and a photo of this facility are shown 
on figure 2. It is composed of two reservoirs (A and B on figure 2). The first one (A) is used 
to feed the heated tank (B) at a constant level. Two zones are heated by electrical wires up to 
600 kW/m2. The produced steam is sent to the atmosphere. Its flow rate is measured indirectly 
by using the inlet water flow rate of the reservoir A. About 20 thermocouples have been 
placed into the heated reservoir B. They are located in the fluid and in the heated wall at 
different thickness in a way to get the thermal flux transmitted to the water. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Scheme and photo of RESCUE-1 

This mock-up was originally built to test the performance of the heating system, 
composed of electrical wires implemented in the wall thickness. It is now used to study the 
interactions between the heated plate and the water. The aim is to understand the physical 
phenomena at the wall to establish specific correlations for the numerical codes, for example 
CATHARE or STAR-CCM+. Because of the basic aspect of this mock-up, it is very modular. 
Various parameters could be studied such as the influence of the angle position of the heating 
plate, its roughness, the presence of obstacles… Optical visualisations can be easily done by 
high speed camera, and the void fraction can be measured by electrical or optical probes. 

3 RESCUE-2 

RESCUE-2 is a 4 m high mock-up dedicated to improve understanding and check the 
efficiency of IVR safety systems. A general scheme of this facility is presented on figure 3. 
Some photos and details of the test section are shown on figure 4. The mock-up is composed 
mainly by a reservoir, vessel and the IVR test section scale at 1/10th in azimuth. The flow 
route is simple: the water flows from the reservoir to the test section. Two ways are possible: 
one in natural convection, the other in forced circulation by the means of a pump. The water 
is heated and potentially evaporated inside the test section before being sent back to the 
reservoir. The steam is evacuated to the atmosphere while the water is reused for a new loop. 

The reservoir aims at conditioning the water in term of pressure, temperature and water 
level. It can be observed on the general view of the figure 4. It simulates the conditions of the 
reactor containment. The temperature is controlled by a heater and a heat exchanger (50 kW) 
coupled with an air cooler (400 kW). The temperature ranges from the ambient to 120°C. The 
pressure is maintained constant by the use of N2 pressurisation. It can be fixed from 1 to 7 bar. 
Due to the steam relief toward the atmosphere, a part of the water is lost during the 
experiments. Water, preheats by an online heater, is injected into the capacity to keep the 
level constant. Note that the tests can be led at non constant level, especially with a decreasing 
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one to simulate a loss of water inside the reactor containment. The water level can be adjusted 
from 1 to 4 m. 

Two circuits between the capacity and the test section are used depending on the kind of 
experiment: natural convection or forced circulation. Each leg has its own instrumentation, 
especially for the flow-meter, the flow rate being very different between those two cases. 
Concerning the forced circulation, a pump with a 5 m3/h maximal flow is used. Transitional 
experiments, from forced circulation to natural convection, can be carried out. They simulate 
the failure of the pump. 

The test section is detailed on the figure 5. This one is at a 1/10th scale in azimuth. But a 
full vessel has been built to support the mechanical stresses due to the differential thermal 
expansion between the inner and the outer part of the test section. The vessel is bottom head 
elliptical shaped and has a diameter of 2.6 m and a height of 4 m. The steel thickness is, 
respectively in the lower and upper parts, 24 mm and 33 mm. A photo of the vessel is shown 
on figure 4. The inside wall of the vessel has been grooved on 36° and on the entire height to 
receive the heating electrical wires. A photo of those grooves can be observed on figure 4. 
The step between each groove is not constant. In the bottom head, it is narrower than in the 
cylindrical part. Indeed the thermal flux being more important in the bottom and the 
admissible maximal power received by the wires being identical for both parts, the electrical 
wires density must be higher in the bottom. The figure 6 presents the maximal flux versus the 
altitude. The total maximal power reachable is 360 kW. Twelve zones (cf. figure 5) allow a 
wide diversity of thermal flux profiles. The bottom head is more discretized in order to study 
corium stratification, and especially the focusing effect. Transient profiles can be applied up 
to a rate of ±15 kW/m2/min. The wall temperature kinetic is limited in decrease and increase 
to avoid vessel deteriorations. The test section is fully insulated, but not the whole vessel. 
Thus the thermal losses range from 10 to 20 %. 

 
Fig. 3: General scheme of the RESCUE-2 facility 
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Fig. 4: Photos of the RESCUE facility 

  
Fig. 5: Section view of test section 
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Fig. 6: Maximal thermal flux profile on the inside wall of the RESCUE-2 RPV 

The test section reference gap is 30 mm in the cylindrical part and 60 in the bottom 
head. It can be modified by step of ±10 mm inserting or pulling out baffles. That way, a wide 
choice of test section geometries can be considered. This allows studying 3D effects, such as 
obstacles for example. 

This mock-up is well instrumented in term of temperature (wall and fluid), pressure, 
flow rate, power and water level. The flow rate is measured at the inlet test section using 2 
Coriolis flow-meters depending on the type experiment (natural or forced circulation) to get 
the best accuracy (±0.2% of the full scale). The ranges of which are respectively 0.3-0.7 m3/h 
and 0.5-5 m3/h. Seven thermocouples K-type (±1°C of accuracy) are placed in the fluid along 
the test section. Concerning the vessel temperature, 173 thermocouples (K-type, ±1°C of 
accuracy) are located in the wall at 2 thicknesses, near the fluid (at 2 mm) or near the 
electrical wires (at 5mm). Those located on the electrical wires side monitor the temperature 
and its evolution in the wall for safety reasons. The others aim at measuring the wall 
temperature in contact with the fluid. By the use of the temperature at those 2 locations 
interior of thickness, we can calculate the thermal flux across the vessel wall transmitted to 
the fluid. The electrical power delivered to the electrical wires being also measured, we can 
determine the facility efficiency. Concerning the void fraction, we are studying the possibility 
to install optical probes at the test section outlet. 

The RESCUE-2 mock-up has been used to validate in a wide range of scenarios the 
performance of such an IVR system built for an experimental reactor at CEA Cadarache. 
Results are confidential but for instance, we have studied: 

• Different profile fluxes (maximum in the bottom head or in the cylindrical part, 
focusing effect). 

• Natural or forced circulation at respectively different heights and flow rates. 
Transient states (from forced to natural circulation) have also been carried out. 

• Pressure effect (from 1 to 7 bars) and inlet temperature effect (80 to100°C) 
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• Different geometries of the test section. 
The influence of other parameters, such as the influence of the water composition 

(particles, chemistry) are planned to be studied.  

Other researches applied to VVER440 reactor are in progress in the framework of 
SARNET WP5. Representative experiments have been carried out on RESCUE-2 and papers 
will be published soon. 

The IVR system of the RESCUE-2 mock-up has been modelled using the CATHARE 
code [7]. This article is not devoted to present this model, but to show the ability of RESCUE-
2 facility as a benchmarking tool, and RESCUE-1 a toolbox for developing or fitting models. 
The results of the RESCUE-2 experiments have been compared to the model. For example 
graphs of the figure 7 show the comparison between RESCUE-2 experimental results and 
CATHARE numerical results. Some differences appear for the temperatures, especially in the 
bottom head wall. CFD analysis and experiments on RESCUE-1 are planned to understand 
and improve the model. We suspect the correlations for the nucleate boiling don’t take into 
account the wall angle because they have been established for vertical configurations. 
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Fig. 7: Fluid and RPV wall temperature versus the elevation – Comparison between 

experimental and numerical results. 

4 CONCLUSION 

The RESCUE platform aims at studying the in-vessel corium retention system. The 
small and adaptable RESCUE-1 mock-up is dedicated to physical understanding in order to 
develop or fit model. Small and low-cost experiments can be carried out on various 
configurations and new measurements can be easily added. The RESCUE-2 facility 
reproduces the entire running of an IVR system. The test section is well instrumented and 
studies of the performances in various scenarios have been already carried out. This mock-up 
can be useful to provide results for benchmarking codes. A model has been developed on 
CATHARE. The comparison between the numerical and experimental results shows that the 
model has to be adapted. The use of the CFD and RESCUE-1 will help us in this task. 
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